The use of video and other media type objects is now not the sole concern of the film and television industries. The construction industry in particular is now making use of these objects in various ways from project proposal and planning through approval to final completion of contracts. The requirements for such industries may be generalised and a distributed architecture built, primarily using the Internet, to serve the needs of these projects. This architecture must enable potentially very large collections of objects to be managed in a secure environment with distributed responsibilities held by many sub-contractors.
Introduction
The use of private networks to enable distributed capture and processing of video has been possible for some time 1 . In order to develop a meaningful prototype, we have identified the construction industry as one now requiring to integrate video, audio and many types of document into what are effectively large single logical databases which grow and evolve throughout the life of major contracts which by their very nature span years or even decades.
The construction industry is characterised by a high degree of fragmentation. It is a competitive market but is limited in its ability to cope with change. Within the U.K. there are some 163,000 construction companies the vast majority very small. A major study of this industry was completed by Sir Michael Latham 2 . The conclusions relevant here may be summarised as: The need for Knowledge Based Engineering, which enables designers to see new ideas either through effective computer systems. The establishment of common standards for the exchange of electronic data. Effective communication in a precise manner between all sub-contractors throughout the lifetime of the project. Today, the use of private networks over the internet, Extranets, is being adopted as a mechanism for the effective sharing of all objects between the organisations involved in a major contract. Participants include architects, often acting as co-ordinators, HVAC design, electrical design, contractors, clients and manufacturers. The use of still imagery during project approval has been 
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standard within the construction industry for many years, the use of video is now following and often fulfils an essential role during the early planning approval stages.
The need is for a practical computer management system capable of supporting many different object types, enabling these to be produced, shared and controlled amongst the client community. Limitations will inevitably be encountered, for example the management of the workstation and software configuration necessary to view or manipulate complex CAD objects is essentially similar to the problem encountered with video. A single solution is required to manage all such objects.
Physical Systems and Management
The effective use of Audio/Video production implies a high performance physical network and workstation environment where this is associated with conventional "studio" type work. At other times these requirements may be relaxed to an extent, usually at the cost of substantial loss of operability. Sometimes this is quite acceptable.
The physical resources forming the core of our system are capable of supporting A/V production and postproduction requirements compatible with conventional production working practices. They are controlled by network planning software, which enables less traditional users to establish, on demand, a lower grade service. A simplified view of the core system is shown in figure 1. 
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The use of ATM OC-12 for core system interconnection has made possible a complex distributed A/V production facility connecting studio's to other parts of the University campus which occupies several sites in south east London. Where necessary smaller scale versions of this configuration may be established remotely. Where high performance is required, a Virtual Private Network is established. Where lower performance is adequate, an Extranet is normally used over the Internet. In practice with the exception of A/V object usage, the Extranet normally suffices.
High performance networking has until now been achieved using HP Openview to manage VPN establishment and monitoring. This enables our object server to communicate with remote instantiations of this, typically installed on appropriate corporate servers. Complex VPN structures may be established tailored to the performance requirements of individual clients. For example, during the approval phase of contracts extensive use may be made of prepared video and VR objects, required for use at specified locations. While the preparation of these objects may involve considerable hardware and specialist software resources, the viewing of them is relatively simple. The use of appropriate service level agreements with the VPN provider may be planned in advance and normally evaluated before use in critical events, such as planning approval.
Server issues revolve around the need to maintain a very tight binding between objects (identified by name), metadata attached to these objects (of which we support two storage mechanisms) and the physical instantiation of objects. Performance wise, a small sub-set of object types have very high physical performance demands. Video is the classic example. Currently we work within the studio environment with many but by no means all types of image object. These are shown in figure 2. 
Physically, control of these systems and the subsequent storage and processing required of the imaging system 3 may only take place using the resources of the core network. Some subsystems obviously involve substantial manual control, such as telecine, where proprietary and highly complex control must be provided by a skilled operator. Others, such as VCR capture and control, have been covered by SMPTE standards for a long while.
Control of this acquisition and use of the subsequently generated objects may however occur over the VPN or Extranet to suitably configured remote workstations. For example, if colour timing is required by the remote user, the processing of this can only take place within the core network. Previewing and control may however take place remotely. This is the normal case when operating on such computationally heavy object types or objects requiring the use of specialist hardware.
ATM and System Management
Given the wide range of object types in terms of computational load, the network traffic characteristics and quality of service (QoS) requirements very considerably. Depending on what aspect of a compound object is being worked on (text, CAD, video etc.) the QoS requirements will vary. If the required QoS cannot be established at the time the object is "opened", with all service provisions evaluated in terms of network and host configuration, service should be refused at that point.
With respect to the network, various service classes are available such as available bit rate (ABR), variable bit-rate (VBR) and constant bit rate (CBR). The latter may be required for support of certain objects with high computational demands. There is a choice available in terms of transport protocols (TCP, UDP, MTP) as well as the already mentioned service classes. Details such as cell loss ratio, cell delay variation and end to end delay are important.
The network management issues have analogous QoS issues within the edit workstations and object servers. Here too the allocation of system resources must be controlled. If the system is heavily loaded and sufficient resources are not available to process some object, this should be notified to the user immediately and logged for the system administrator.
Some usage requirements mandate that sufficient system resources be pre-booked. This has been found necessary for a wide range of users, formal construction planning approval real time studio A/V capture for example. This management task involves:
Planned migration of objects from off-line storage to appropriate servers within the core network or remote workstations.
Reservation and establishment of necessary VPN services to remote clients or establishment of the appropriate Extranet via the Internet. This is likely to affect the object migration policy to the remote workstation depending on QoS requirements. Should these be relaxed, viewing and control software may be used to access the objects remotely.
Processor scheduling within servers and migration of object to these servers.
Version verification to ensure required objects will be available.
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Configuration management for this type of distributed system is important and non-trivial. Users may establish arbitrary network topologies for their projects. They may use the Internet, a VPN or a mixture of the two. This immediately raises many network management questions. New users with possibly challenging usage patterns may join an existing project at any time. Again substantial changes to the demands placed on the physical infrastructure may result.
Configuration management is achieved using two fundamental techniques. Firstly the namespace is used as the basis for dynamic management. Object histories record the usage patterns for all objects. Metadata created by and used by the system records all system demands created by the use of its associated objects. This information coupled with the access control mechanism and access cost metadata 4 enables the necessary configuration to be established, or the reason for failure to be returned to the user.
The second configuration mechanism is asynchronous and involves the execution of a discrete event simulation model. From the system metadata distributed throughout the namespace and the availability of MODSIM 11 5 , a continuously evaluated simulation daemon has been created. This model approximates the usage of each object type contained within the network and accepts as its input, usage patterns recorded on objects over time. It is used to predict system congestion and under utilisation feeding its results into the object migration algorithm. The model requires updating when new object types are added, this can be achieved easily but only when the system costs of new object types can be measured, that is to say when the object type server code for them has been written or more usually vendor supplied software encapsulated and incorporated into the system.
Metadata Issues
Most objects whether they are within the domain of SMPTE, the construction industry, the telecommunications industry or any other body concerned with standards have or are having appropriate metadata standards produced. Where metadata can be generated and attached to objects themselves this should be done. Where metadata cannot for whatever reason be directly attached to objects, a robust repository is necessary.
Our approach to managing metadata is shown in figure 3 . The need for replication and secure archiving of objects has long been established with respect to distributed object systems. As the role of metadata becomes established within the various industries, so its physical realisation will become more obvious. As we remain in an evolving state with respect to specific industries and their associated standards bodies (including the Internet) so we must derive an approach to the use of metadata which will itself enable this evolution to be adopted over time.
For some object types the definition of metadata is established and formalised using ASN.1 6 . For such objects we have a recursive, object oriented template within which metadata can in many ways be managed. With respect to the communications industry, there is certainty as to the syntactic and semantic correctness. For all managed objects of this type we can identify three key elements.
The Agent: Reports to the managing process the status of managed objects, receives from the manager actions to be performed on these elements.
The manager: that which directs the operations of the agent. 
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The Management Information Base, used by both manager and agent to determine the structure and content of management information.
Figure 3: Metadata Management
In our case the manager is HP Openview and the protocol used SNMP. Within this sub-system lies all of the system functionality with respect to VPN management. Other industry standard objects have their own established definition and control techniques. We use object based technology to integrate these despirate objects under a single management framework.
An essential architectural support for metadata implementation is the ability to bind data and executable code together, for whatever algorithms (or methods to use object oriented terminology) are applicable. A registry is therefore necessary which by its very nature will be of an object oriented nature.
One of the primary uses for metadata within this system is to enable the correct software and hardware configuration to be established for the subsequent operations on all objects. What are traditionally regarded as attributes within object oriented systems form system metadata here. Necessary wrappers integrating third party software is dealt with in a similar manner. Schema evolution is necessary, to support the evolution of metadata and quite probably the underlying objects to which this metadata is attached. When some new object class is created, the schema manager creates a class descriptor with the appropriate information for the class, particularly the list of parent and ancestor classis in the class hierarchy. When a modification is performed on this class, a new entry is made in the class history for this modified class and for all the subclasses which have effectively undergone a modification. This new entry becomes the most current entry for the class. For those subclasses where no modifcation has taken place, such as adding an attribute to the class which is already present in the subclass, no new entry in the class history is created. If a conversion function is associated to the class modification, the The database instantiates a single logical namespace for uniquely placing and locating objects. Objects are arbitrarily complex. Metadata is managed as attributes attached to objects which in turn are or reference in physical space all obejcts of interest to the user community.
Whereever possible the linking from namespace to object is bi-directional, that is to say the namespace links to the physical objects and the metadata attached to the physical objects links to the namespace. Obviously there is a consistancy problem here. It is possible to remove an object completely from control by this system, operate on it and return the object. Unfortunately there is no single mechanism that can track such operations. The only approach possible thus far is to replicate the metadata contained within the object within the namespace and perform a consistancy check where possible. Whenever an object becomes available to the system in terms of the ability to access its metadata, the system will check consistancy, optimally this implies the ability to place a unique identifier within the user area of the metadata attached to the object.
Version control is an important issue. Ineveitably objects undergo a series of revisions during their life. One revision may reflect a minor change to one metadata element. Another might represent a change permiating the entire object (colour timing, HDTV up-conversion etc). The namespace must manage version control and maintain a version history. In some cases a completely new object will be created. In all cases the version history is represented by a directed graph with one node per version and one edge from one version to the next. Multiple versions may be derived from a single parent version. For example one object optimised by some complex set of operations for academy viewing, another for 16:9, given a 2.35:1 anamorphic original. Versioning must include provision for:
A mechanism for representing versions as objects within the namespace.
A version naming mechanism, including the ability to inherit names.
An operation to derive a new version from an old one.
Constraints on the version history if desired. The ability to restrict copies is important to some users.
A mechanism to identify a particular version to be used in a given context.
The mechanism for checking in and out versioned objects. Under what conditions may a new version be created.
Security concerns, access control lists being the normal mechanism.
A mechanism to merge two or more versions into a single version. How are the properties and behavior of the new version derived from those of the versions being merged. One path in the version history may be identified as the primary line of descent with other versions being varients of this with relatively short lives before being merged back into the main line of descent.
With version control, metadata logging is provided via the namespace. The history of an object may be retrieved in terms of its metadata log.
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With time, metadata standardisation will result in the need to convert from the present representation to that standard. It is not practical to force users to wait for this to occur, as they are generating and using metadata now. Across many industries those concerned with the evolution of metadata are following certain general design principles which make this task managable. Their standards can be modelled using established object oriented techniques and conversion object types defined when necessary to convert from the current representation to that of the new standard. Where metadata objects cannot be converted, they may remain in the namespace indefinitely.
Replication Issues
For performance reasons, the object server shown in figure 1 is not a single system. The storage of and access to many very large objects (especially video) requires parallelism within the core network. Given the processor power available today at reasonable cost and the disk sub-systems (such as simple RAID), it is possible to derive a server architecture which represents a nearly optimal provision of functionality at low cost. There is a recognition of this position within our industry 7 . By managing these objects as distributed objects (made possible by high speed networking), we can exploit parallelism both within objects and between objects. It is normal for replication to be required for all objects, for reasons of security. This is certainly the case in both the construction and broadcast industries. The on-line storage space now required to service video and other large object types is analagous to the situation faced by conventional data files back in the history of computing. We have therefore taken a lead from a very old computer operating system, MULTICS, and provided a migratory mechanism to use less expensive off-line storage (tape and optical disk) in a transparent way. In this way the need for physical replication and remote storage of multiple copies can be satisfied. The user may specify 
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within the metadata of an object information that is only of value to this system. This information relates to the replication and storage policy to be adopted. It is summarised in figure 4.
The number of replicants is an attribute of the object to be determined ultimately by the user, however in many cases this attribute will be set by default -inherited from is parent.
Under what conditions is it safe to access an object. This question has meaning as any action on an object may potentially have disastrous consequences. Replication for some objects in order to maintain object safety imposes few problems. For other objects the very act of copying may involve substantial overheads, let alone carrying out subsequent updates. A replication technique is adopted which requires objects to specify or inherit specification of the number of objects and information which will enable the location for each of these objects to be derived. For example, some objects may represent considerable expenditure (studio video captured directly to disk with no immediate tape backup being available). Such objects should be replicated as soon as possible after capture, certainly before any sets are struck or continuity likely to be compromised. Other objects may already have physical replicas (telecine of a negative) and the need for immediate replication relaxed. It has been decided that at present traditional replicated database techniques are not practical for such large objects. They are however, applicable to the namespace itself.
One essential object for replication is the namespace. Given an Extranet of some size, it is the most essential object given that it controls access to and records substantial data essential for all other types of object throughout the system. For this and for other objects if desired, the technique of quorum consensus is used. This method avoids strict consistency, enabling asynchronous namespace updates to be propagated over the Internet, yet ensures clients receive authoritative data by allowing a client request to proceed to completion it obtains sufficient positive responses from a group of namespace servers. The Internet messaging involved is tiny and well suited to its performance characteristics.
In general, the types of client request are classifies as either read or write.
A quorum group is defined as a group of servers which allows a request to complete successfully only if it obtains a positive response from all servers in the group.
Read operations are handled concurrently.
Write operations must be mutually exclusive.
Mutual exclusion of writes is ensured by imposing the restriction that write quorum groups must have a common member, i.e. intersections are non-empty.
To ensure read requests will always receive at least one response containing the required data, a read quorum group must intersect any write quorum group.
Suppose we have N replicas. If the number of replicas in a particular read and write quorum are R and W respectively, choice of replicas must be subject to the constraint R + W > N. The extreme case where W = N and R = 1. In this case an update operation using the W write quorum updates all replicas. Data can be read from any replica site. The other extreme is where R = N and W = 1. Here a write operation is to any replica since any read operation takes data from every replica. 
This technique is used to protect the namespace and to ensure high availability. It is offered as a service for any arbitrary data type. All that is required is sufficient discrete servers or workstations capable of operating on the object type concerned and a network with sufficient throughput to propagate the updates. Within the core network or over VPN's of sufficient performance even video objects may be protected by this mechanism.
Replication and Extranets
In practice, remote users will often prefer to form an Extranet using TCP/IP as the underlying protocol supporting their work when they start or join a project. The cost of this is minimal. For the construction industry, only video and some VR models are likely to pose major problems. Here, specialist software becomes an issue as important as hardware. Many packages may not be made accessible across a network between sub-contractors for licensing reasons. In other cases only approved personal may work on certain problems, this being regulated much as one would expect in the medical industry. The results of their work however is normally shared (often in read only format) widely.
Where full functionality is required, the system will provide from its namespace details of hardware and software requirements which must be acquired before joining the Extranet. This may include the provision of high speed networking. This is done on the basis of the object types that user wishes to use. The user may request "write" permissions to portions of the namespace and implicitly identify which object types are of interest to them. They may decline access to a sub-set of object types on the basis that the cost of workstation configuration is not justified or lack of expertise, leaving that work to others.
For those wishing limited access, it is standard practice to provide viewing engines for this purpose. The INSO and Rasterex viewing engines are readily available at modest cost, RXHilight and RxView are available for more advanced features. For licensing reasons remote users are required to provide their own copies of these objects which will enable Internet access to the majority of object types. For video, Internet based access to the core network is always possible provided the user can accept thumbnail quality images. The video object operations performed remotely in this way will preserve the quality of the original as they are executed on a video server. Even modest workstations may now be equipped with 'DV' quality video hardware and ADSL or another relatively high speed low cost Internet access provision are available. Object migration of video is therefore possible to practically any remote workstation at modest cost and working with video is quickly becoming relatively easy. Where high enough bandwidth is available users may access and share video objects directly as they are in effect connected to the core network.
Conclusions
Over the past five years we have seen the initial post production facility 1 evolve into a system capable of distributed production using a wide variety of network technologies with their associated costs. This system has been applied to supporting arbitrary object types, using the construction industry as the associated partner. The system is in effect a way to manage the highly fluid nature of many applications and specialist hardware instantiations. The ability to bind objects together by an object oriented namespace supporting arbitrarily complex metadata with a tracking mechanism between namespace and target object provides for long term projects, the corresponding objects of which may well change completely in terms of their actual structure, metadata instantiation and operations applicable to them. 
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The increasing speed of the Internet has resulted in effective Extranet use between contractors working on large scale extended projects. We have seen the migration of "difficult" object types, including VR models, video and complex CAD from proprietary and expensive servers to low cost workstations and servers. The management of migration to the next configuration may be effectively managed.
